I. INTRODUCTION
There has recently been an attempt to formalize the translation from language to language that takes place within a compiler. Most of this work has been along the lines of the syntax directed translations (SDT) of Irons [1] . Models similar or identical to the SDT's have been studied in Culik [2] , Lewis and Stearns [3] , Paull [4] , and Younger [5] .
A syntax directed translation is based on a context free grammar. 1 Intuitively, if w is a word in language L generated by context free grammar G, one obtains a particular syntax directed translation of w by constructing a derivation tree for w in G. Starting from the root, at each node, the direct descendant nodes with nonterminal labels are reordered according to fixed rules. Nodes with terminal labels may be deleted or the terminal symbol changed, and new nodes with terminal labels may be inserted, all according to fixed rules.
In this paper we investigate the properties of syntax directed translations and 1A context free grammar (CFG) G is a 4-tuple (V, Z', P, S) where V and Z" are finite sets of variable and terminal symbols. S is in V. P is a finite set of productions of the form A ~ c~ with t/ in V and a in (V t.) Z')*. We write n ~ fl if ~ = y.48, fl = 7~o8, and -4 ~ (o is in P.
certain naturally defined subsets thereof. The subclasses of interest are those translations defined by deterministic and nondeterministic pushdown transducers and deterministic and nondeterministic two tape pushdown recognizers. (The nondeterministic pushdown transducers and recognizers define the same class--a class usually called simple syntax directed translations.)
The emphasis is on providing tools for showing a given translation not to fall in one of these classes. Thus, we show several necessary conditions that a translation be of one of the classes we have defined. In particular, we show that a translation T is simple syntax directed if and only if there is a context free language L and two homomorphisms, h i and h~, such that T = {(hi(w), h2(w)) [ w is in L}. This theorem generalizes in a natural way to translations defined by means of transducers more powerful than the pushdown transducer.
We also show that every syntax directed translation is "linear," in the sense that every word w in its domain has a translation whose length is linearly proportional to the length of w.
Finally, we show that a many-1 translation defined by a deterministic two tape pushdown recognizer has an unambiguous domain.
A translation is a subset of X* • A*, for finite alphabets X and A. The domain of a translation T, denoted dom(T), is {w [ for some x, (w, x) is in T}. The range of T is {x I for some w, (w, x) is in T}.
A syntax directed translation scheme (SDTS) is a system that generalizes the notion of a context free grammar. It will be denoted G = (V, s A, R, S), where V, 27 and A are finite sets of variables, input symbols and output symbols, respectively. V is disjoint from 27 U A. S, in V, is the start symbol. R is the finite set of rules, a term we shall define more fully later. We first need an auxiliary definition.
A form of G is a triple (a,/3, H), where a is in (V w 27)*, fl is in (V u A)* and/-/is a permutation, a The number of variables in the strings a and/3 must be equal, say k in each. H must then be a permutation on k objects. For all i, 1 ~ i ~ k, the ith variable of a (from the left) is identical to the H(i)th variable of 8. We say that the ith variable of a and the _/-/(i)th variable of ~ correspond.
Convention:
If it is obvious which variables of c~ and ~ correspond (because no variable appears more than once in a or ~), we shall often omit the permutation and write the form as (a,/~).
A rule is an object A --~ (~, 8,/-/), where A is a variable and (a, 8,/7) a form.
Suppose (ai, ~i, Ht) is a form of G and A is the ith variable of at, from the left. Also, suppose A --~ (y, 8, H) is a rule. Then we can construct a form (a~, ~, H) by replacing the ith variable of ~i by y and the Hl(i)th variable of ~l by 8. H 2 is the permutation such that variables of ~1 other than the ith correspond to the same symbol 2 A permutation II on k objects will be denoted [it, is ..... i~], where i~, 1 ~ j ~ k, is an integer between 1 and k, and/,~ =~ i~ if m ~ n. ]~(j) is defined to be i~. An SDTS G = (V, 2~, A, P, S) is simple if for all A --~ (a, 3,/1) in P,/I is an identity permutation. (i.e., F/(i)= i for all i.) Likewise, T(G) is a simple SDT. Since the permutation portion of a rule is irrelevant for a simple SDTS, it will be deleted from all forms.
By convention, ~capitat letters will hereafter represent variables, small letters at the beginning of the alphabet will be input or output symbols, and small letters near the end of the alphabet will be strings without variables. Greek letters will be arbitrary strings. 
T(G)
contains all (wcx, xdw) such that w and x are in {0, 1}*. We leave It to the reader to show that no other pairs are in T(G).
Note that it is the ability of an SDT to permute the order of variables in the two strings of a form that enabled us to define the translation T = {(zocx, xew) [ w and x in {0, I }*}. We shall show later that T is not a simple SDT.
a Note that permutations are omitted from the forms because S obviously corresponds to S in the first form and there are no variables in the second.
~ denotes the empty string.
The simple SDT's were characterized in [3] as the translations defined by a pushdown transducer (PDT). A PDT is essentially a pushdown automaton (PDA) with output. We shall also consider a related device called the pushdown recognizer (PDR). The latter device is a PDA with two input tapes. The PDR defines a translation by accepting the pair of tapes (x, y) if and only if (x, y) is in the translation.
Convention. In what follows, $ will be assumed to be the right endmarker of all input tapes. Unless stated to the contrary we assume no alphabet contains $.
Formally, a pushdown automaton is a system P -----(K, Z', F, 8, qo, Zo, F), where K, 27, P and F are finite sets of states, input symbols, tape symbols and final states, respectively. F _C K; q0 in K is the start state and Z 0 in/1 is the start symbol; 3 is a map from K • (27 L) {$}) • F to the finite subsets of K • -P* X {0, 1}.
Informally, if P is in state q, scanning a on its input, with Z at the top of the pushdown tape, and if 8(q, a, Z) contains (p, y, d), p in K, y in F* and d = 0 or 1, then P has the option of entering state p, replacing Z by y and moving its input head d symbols to the right.
Define a configuration of P to be any triple (q, w, y), where q is in K, ~, in F*, and w in 2:*$. We say (ql, aw, 7Z) ~ (qz, aw, 9"9"1) whenever 8(ql, a, Z) contains (q2, Yl, 0), Also, (ql, aw, ~,Z) ~Te (qe, w, YYl) whenever 3(q, a, Z) contains (q2,9'1,1). ~-e is the reflexive, transitive closure of ~--e" The set of tapes accepted by P, denoted 3"-(P), is {w I (q0, w$, Zo) ~ (q, $, ~,) for some q in F and 9, in F*}.
A language is J-(P) for some PDA P if and only if it is a CFL. If for no q in K, a in 27 u {$} and Z in/~ does 3(q, a, Z) contain more than one element, then P is a deterministic PDA (DPDA). The PDA can be naturally extended to have two read-only tapes. A pushdown recognizer (PDR) is a system P = (K, 27, A,/1, 8, qo, Z0, F), where K, 27, F, q0, Zo and F are as for the PDA. A is the output alphabet. 3 maps
to the finite subsets of K x P* X {0, 1} X {0, 1}. A configuration of PDR P is denoted (q, w, x, ~,) where q is in K, 9, in F*, w in 27*$ and x in A*$. We say (q, aw, bx, ~,Z) ~ (p, a'w, b'x, 7~'1) whenever 3(q, a, b, Z) contains (p, ~'t, dl, d2), a' is a or r as d t is 0 or 1, and b' is b or E, as d2 is 0 or 1. ~ is the reflexive, transitive closure of ~F" The translation defined by P, denoted T(P), is {(w, x) ] (qo, w$, x$, Z0) ~-(q, $, $, ~,) for some q in F and ~, in F*}.
P is a deterministic PDR (DPDR) if for no argument does 3 contain more than one element.
A pushdown transducer (PDT) is a system P = (K, 27, A, F, $, qo, Zo, F) where all symbols except 8 have the same meanings as for the PDR. The PDT has an input tape and prints symbols in A on a write-only output tape. $ maps K • (2: u {$}) • /' to the finite subsets ofK • /'* • A* x {0, 1}.
If $(q, a, Z) contains (p, 9,,y, d), then in state q, scanning a on the input, with Z at the top of the pushdown tape, P may go to statep, replace Z by y, emity and move its input head d symbols right.
A configuration of P is denoted (q, w, x, 9,), where q is in K, w in 27"$, x in A* and 9' in /'*. We say (q, aw, x, yZ) ~ (p, a' w, xy, YYl) whenever 8(q, a, Z) contains (P, 9,1, Y, d) and a' is a or r as d is 0 or 1. ~ is the reflexive, transitive closure of ~--~e"
The translation defined by P, denoted T(P), is {(w, x) [ (qo , w$, e, Zo) ~ (q, $, x, 9,) for q in F and 9, in F*}.
We say P is a deterministic PDT (DPDT) if for no argument does $ contain more than one element.
II. BAsic RELATIONSHIPS
We have defined two types of translations from the grammar point of view (SDT's and simple SDT's) and four types from the automata point of view (PDR, DPDR, PDT and DPDT translations.) The following was proved in [3] : LEMIVL~ 
A translation is a simple SDT if and only if it is defined by a PDT.
The following can be shown by elementary constructions, and only brief sketches wiU be given.
LEMMA 2. A translation is defined by a PDT if and only if it is defined by a PDR.
Proof. Given a PDT P1, we can simulate it with a PDR P~. When PI emits a string of symbols, P~ checks that these symbols appear on P~'s output tape. P, then moves its head past these symbols. P, handles its, input tape and pushdown list exactly as Pt does.
Next, given a PDR, P2, we construct a PDT P1 to simulate P,. When P, moves its output head right, PI guesses what symbol P, will see and emits that symbol unless it is $. The symbol guessed is stored in Pl's finite control and P1 simulates P2 as though P,'s output head were reading that symbol, until such time as P2's output head again moves right. Proof. Containment follows by observing that in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2, if P1 is deterministic, then P2 can be made deterministic. For proper containment, note that the domain of a DPDT translation is always a deterministic CFL (accepted by a DPDA). However, T = {(zow R, ~ocw R) I w is in {a, b}*} is defined by a DPDR. T has a domain which is not a deterministic CFL, [6] .
We thus have not six, but four types of translations. The results of the above lemmas are summarized in the "bullseye" of III. CHARACTERIZATION OF SIMPLE SDT'S BY CONTEXT FREE LANGUAGES Let P be a PDR. We can construct a PDA Px which simulates P's finite control and pushdown tape. When P moves one of its heads right, P1 moves its head right and treats the symbol found as though it were the symbol to which P's head had moved. This symbol is stored in Pa's finite control. There is a natural relation between the language accepted by Pa and the translation defined by P, a relation which we shall exploit.
A homomorphism h is an identification of symbols of some alphabet 27 with strings in A*, where A is another (possibly equal) alphabet. We can extend h to domain 27* by h(e) = ~ and h(wa) -~ h(w) h(a) for all a in 27 and go in 27*.
LetL _C 27* be a language and T C Aa* • As* be a translation. We sayL characterizes T if there exist two homorphisms h a and h~ such that T = {(ha(w), h2(w)) I w is in L}. We say L strongly characterizes T if the following conditions hold on 27, ha and h2, above:
(I) We can writeZ = 271 u 27~, withZ 1 t327 z = q0. 
Example.
The translation T = {(0 n, O n) In ~ 0} is (strongly) characterized by the context free language consisting of all words with an equal number of O's and l's. It is also characterized (but not strongly) by the context free language 0". Proof. Let P --~ (K, 27, A, F, 3, q0, Z0, F) be a PDR, with T = T(P). We assume 27 and A are disjoint. The simple extension to the case in which Z' and A are not disjoint is left to the reader. We also assume that P never attempts to move a head right from $. We will construct a PDA, P1 = (K1, (27 u A), /', 31, qa, Zo, F1) such that J'(P1) strongly characterizes T. P1 will simulate P. When P moves one of its heads right, P1 moves its head right and stores in its finite control the symbol previously found under Pa's head. Thus, P1 will always store in its finite control the symbols which it believes P is scanning on its two tapes. Rule (3) insures that P1 correctly simulates P when Pl's second and third components are non-e. If P moves a head right from a non-$ symbol, the corresponding component of Pl's state becomes ~.
In Rules (1) and (2), components of Pl'S state are filled, the second before the third, if a choice exists. Rule (1) covers the case in which the next symbol of Pl's tape is from the desired alphabet. This symbol is stored directly. Rule (2) covers the case in which $ must be stored because one of P's heads has reached the endmarker. P1 will store $ 57r]313-7 AH0 AND ULLMAN either because it scans that symbol or because it is scanning a symbol from the wrong alphabet. The latter arrangement is necessary because P may reach the end of one tape long before it reaches the end of the other.
With these considerations, given a pair (w, x) in T(P), it is a simple matter to merge the symbols of w and x in the order in which they are reached by a head of P. The merged word is accepted by P1. It is no less simple, given a word y in oq-(Px), to show that (ha(y), ha(y)) is in T(P), where ha(a) = a and ha(a ) -----e for a in 2:; ha(a) =, and ha(a ) = a for a in d.
Finally, we note that Px is deterministic if P is.
LEMMA 5. If T is characterized by a CFL, then T is a simple SDT.
Proof. Let L _C 27", and let h x and h~ be homomorphisms, with T = {(ha(w), h2(w)) [w is inL}. LetL = L(G), with G = (V, 27, P, S). We will construct a simple SDTS G' = (17, 271,27a, R, S) such that T(G') = T. 27 a and 27~ are the symbols appearing in the ranges of ha and ha, respectively.
Extend ha and h a to V by ha(A) = hz(A ) = A for all A in V. Then, let R = {A ~ (hx(a), ha(a)) I A --* a is in P}.
We
must show that T----T(G'). Suppose there is a sequence of replacements (S, S) ~ (~,/32) ff ... b~ (~,/3~).
It is straightforward to show by induction on n that there is a sequence S =~ Yl =~ Y2 => "'" ~ Yn, such that for all i, at = hi(y/) and
/3/ = ha(y/). It then follows that T(G ) C_ T.
Next, let w be in L(G). We can find a derivation S ~ Yl ~" "'" ~> )'n = w. It again follows by induction on n that (s, s) ~. (ha(yl), h,(n)) ~ .... ~, ~ (ha(e.). ha(n)) (ha(w), ha(w)).
Thus T C_ T(G'). We conclude T = T(G').

THEOREM 1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) T is a simple SDT.
(2) T is characterized by a CFL.
(3) T is strongly characterized by a CFL.
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 1, 2, 4, and 5.
We comment that Theorem 1 can be proven in much greater generality. If .~8 is a class of languages defined by an abstract family of acceptors [7] and ~r is the class of translations defined by the corresponding abstract family of transducers [7] (in the natural way), then ~" is the set of translations characterized by a language in 5.
IV. APPLICATION OF CHARACTERIZING LANGUAGES
There are several "normal forms" for a simple SDTS that follow immediately from Theorem 1, together with some well known language theory. While these results are not hard to prove in their own right, we feel that the characterizing language approach makes the proofs significantly easier. We therefore state and sketch the proofs of two corollaries to Theorem 1.
COROLLARY I. Every simple SDT T is defined by an SDTS G = (V, Z, A, R, S), in which each rule of R is of one of the forms: (1) A --~ (BC, BC), where A is in V and B and C in V --{S}. (2) .4 ~ (x, w), where x is in Z' L) {r and w in A w {~}, but x and w are not both E. (3) l/(,, E) is in T, then S --~ (,, ,) is in R.
Proof. Let L C (2: u A')* strongly characterize 7". That is, let 2:r3 .4' = % A' = {a' I a is in A}, and let h a and h~ be the homomorphisms such that
T = {(hi(w), h2(w))lw is in L}.
L is generated by a Chomsky normal form grammar [8] G 1 = (V, Z" u .4', P, S). That is, productions in P are of the form 2t -~ BC, 21 --~ a or S ~ E, where 21 is in V, B and C in V --{S) and a in 2: u/1'. The construction of Lemma 5 immediately yields G in the desired form. 
COROLLARY 2. Every simple SDT T is defined by an SDTS G = (V, 27, A, R, S) in which each rule in R is of one of the forms (1) A --+ (aBC, bBC), (2) A --~ (aB, bB), or
(4) If (~, ,) is in T, there is a rule S ~ (,, ,) in R.
Proof. Begin with a CFL L strongly characterizing T and a CFG for L in Greibach normal 2-form [9] . The corollary then follows from the construction of Lemma 5.
We can also use Lemma 4 and Theorem 1 to show that the hierarchy of Fig. 1 is proper. is known not to be a CFL [10] , but ifL is a CFL, then S(L) is likewise [7] . We conclude in this case thatL is not a CFL as supposed.
However, it is possible that for some w, case (2) applies for all x. In that event, a sequential transducer S' can again be found such that S'(L) = {xcx ix in {0, 1}*}. The construction of S' is similar to that of G and is left to the reader. We conclude that no CFL L strongly characterizes T, and that T is not a simple SDT.
A third application of the characterization of simple SDT's concerns translations in which the input and output alphabets have one symbol each. A few definitions will 5 A sequential transducer is a finite automaton with output which can make moves on ~ input. Formally, a sequential transducer S is a six-tuple (K, 27, A, 8, q0, F), where K, 27 and A are finite sets of states, input symbols and output symbols. F C K is the set of final states and qo, in K, is the start state. ~ is a finite subset ofK • 27* • A* • K. We extend 3 to ~ by (1) (q, e, e, q) is in ~ for all q in K, and (2) If (ql, w, x, q2) is in ~ and (q~, y, z, qs) is in 8, then (ql, wy, xz, q3) is in ~. If L is a language, then S(L) = {x [ for some w in L and p in F, (qo, w, x, p) is in 3}. Proof. We note that since order of the input and output symbols are of no importance in this case, it suffices to prove the result for simple SDT's. Thus, we may let the CFL L C {a 1 , a2}* strongly characterize T, where ax = a. By Parikh's theorem [11] , •(L) is a semilinear set of 2-vectors.
Since the translations defined by sequential transducers are closed under union (A proof of this is left to the reader.), it suffices to show that if X is a linear set of 2-vectors, say of the form (c a , ca) + il(pn , P12) + i2(Pzl , P~s) + "'" + i~(pmx , Pro2), then the translation Tx = {(a r, bs) l for some nonnegative integers il,i s .... ,ira, we have r = q + ~j=a ~JPil and s = c a + ~j=l zJPJs) is defined by a sequential transducer. The sequential transducer S = ({ql, q~}, {a}, {b}, 3, ql, {q2}) suffices if 8 consists of (ql, a% b% q~) and (q2, a~l, b~,~, q2)for all j, 1 ~j ~ m.
VI. LINEARITY OF SDT'S
In [3] and [5] , the following result was implicitly used. If T is an SDT, then there is a constant c, such that if w @ E is in the domain of T, then there is some x such that (w, x) is in T and ] x ] ~ c I w 1.7 We feel that this is an important property of SDT's and deserves an explicit proof. For example, it immediately implies that {(a n, an'3 I '* > 1}
is not an SDT. We will find it notationally easier first to restrict our consideration to simple SDT's. A context free grammar G is unambiguous if there is exactly one derivation tree in G for any word in L(G). A context free language L is unambiguous ifL is generated by an unambiguous context free grammar. Otherwise, L is inherently ambiguous. We shall show an interesting relationship between unambiguous languages and many-1 translations which are defined by a DPDR. Proof. Let P be a DPDR defining T. We construct a normal PDA P1 which simulates the finite control and pushdown tape of P. Pt will accept the domain of T by guessing what symbol P's output head will next scan each time P moves that head.
Note that P1 never has a choice of moves other than a guess as to what symbol the output head of P will scan next, Thus if there are two distinct sequences of moves of P1 with input w leading to an accepting state, then there must be two different contents of the output tape of P, each of which will cause P to accept if w is on the input tape, But then T would not be many-1. LEMMA 9. IlL is an unambiguous language, then L = dom(T) for some many-1 translation T defined by a DPDR.
Proof. Let L be accepted by a normal PDA P which accepts any string in L by only one sequence of moves. Let P have at most r choices of moves for any triple of state, input symbol scanned and top symbol of the pushdown tape. For each triple, assume these choices to be numbered from 1 to m for some m ~ r.
We construct a DPDR P1 simulating the finite control, input tape and pushdown tape of P. The output tape of P will contain a string of integers between 1 and r. When P has a choice of move, P1 makes the choice indicated by the symbol scanned by its output head, then moves its output head right.
Clearly, L = dom(T(P1) ). Also, if T(P 0 were not many-l, then there would be two distinct sequences of moves of P leading to acceptance of some word in L.
TH~Om~M 5. ./t context free language is unambiguous if and only if it is dom(T) for some many-1 DPDR defined translation, T.
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 7 and 8.
We might comment that Theorem 5 is about as strong a statement as can be made. Every context free language is the domain of some (not necessarily many-l) DPDR translation. Moreover, every context free language is the domain of a 1-1 (nondeterministic) PDR translation. An obvious example is {(w, w) ] w in L} where L is any context free language.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented four types of translations, the syntax directed (SDT), simple SDT, deterministic pushdown recognizer (DPDR) and deterministic pushdown transducer (DPDT) translations. These four types form a proper hierarchy, with SDT D Simple SDT D DPDR D DPDT. The simple SDT's are equivalent to nondeterministic PDR or PDT translations.
We have characterized the simple SDT's as the set of translations T such that there exists a context free language L and homomorphisms h I and h~, where T ~ {(hi(w), k2(w))[w is in L}. Various normal forms for simple syntax directed translation schemata follow from the characterization theorem and analogous results for CFL's.
We showed that if T is an SDT, then there is a constant c such that for every w 5~= in the domain of T, there exists (w, x) in T, with [ x ] ~< c [ w [. If T is many-l, that relation applies to any (w, x) in T.
If T is an SDT with one symbol input and output alphabets, then T is defined by a sequential transducer.
Finally, we showed that a CFL is unambiguous if and only if it is the domain of a many-1 DPDR translation.
